
Minutes of Basingstoke – Old Basing U3A Committee Meeting held on 
Monday 23rd May 2016 at 34 Middle Mead, Hook 

Present: Alan Robinson (AR), Ian Stimpson (IS), Jim Elverson(JE), Marie White (MW), Harvey 
Wallace(HW), Vee Holliday(VH), Margaret Hawes(MH), Linda Wain(LW), Liz Horner (LH),Mel McMahon 
(MM), Joan Carnell (JC) and Barbara Robson(BR).  
There were no apologies.  
  
1. Minutes of last meeting 12th April  2016: these were agreed and signed by the Chairman 

2. Finance report by the Treasurer: IS presented the 2015/16 Accounts and the updated 2016/17 
budget. Key points were:   

 - Christ Church, Chineham booking invoices will be delayed so a £2,500 fee in advance of receipt of 
the invoices will be paid  in expectation of a small refund due. 

 - Venue Hire estimate of £24K allows for any increases in 2016/17 

 - Stationery/printing estimate to be reduced as the Committee agreed 2017 diaries will not be 
purchased based on unsold 2016 stock. 

 - Postage can be reduced by £30-40 to £300 as the move to email communications has reduced 
volume of mailing. The Year Book still needs to be mailed direct for data privacy protection.  

 - Speakers Fees have been reduced to £600 

 - Assets: one item valued > £100; the £200 figure for assets < £100 is an estimate only.  HW flagged 
that allowance is needed for either projector purchases or £40 conversion to HDMI inputs. Asset 
book records lists current stock of 4 purchased between 2011 and 2014. 

Actions: 

1) A stock check and working order of each asset will be carried out by the new asset 
manager, including a further check of the effectiveness of HDMI adaptor. [HW] 

2)  Make adjustments as needed on current depreciation years listed [HW] . 

- Teas total is an estimate based on Hook monthly and Group Leaders meetings.   

- Income estimate to be adjusted based on Committee decision at April meeting for 1) increase to be 
£35 and 2) renewal fee is full fee, and half year membership rate option is only for NEW members. 
The fee increase to £35 was reviewed fully at the April meeting. However MMc was not present at 
this meeting, and she stated she felt the £10 increase was too big a jump. AR noted that the two year 
estimate period of holding this new fee will not be advised to members as there might be unexpected 
cost increases to take into account during the two years i.e venue fees.   

3. Update on Committee membership for 2016/17: AR introduced and welcomed Joan Carnell into the 
Committee as Group Organiser, to start in September as MW’s replacement. He presented the 
Committee list which will be formally presented at the AGM.  He noted that the 11 Committee members  
total is within the U3A Charter limit so there is opportunity to add another Committee member e.g. 
shadowing of Treasurer role by IS’s replacement. AR advised that the Minute Secretary role is not a 
committee member role and BR is aiming to take on this role. Also the Magazine Editor role is a single 
annual effort and approach is currently under review anyway. 

Ian’s replacement strategy was discussed.  No serious recruitment yet started.  

Action: BR to add to next month’s Member’s Monthly meeting notes with input from Ian to frame 
this role accurately.  

4, Status of new database: HW and LH gave a progress update re: training, demonstration of system 
and also advised that there will now be a charge per U3A organisation to cover operational costs. This 
unexpected cost was due to the high number of groups wanting to use the system i.e. 110 U3As in SW 
area alone. The details are still being worked through but worst case the charge could be £400 which is 
up to 50p per member.  

Action: IS to add in £400 capitation cost line into 2016/17 budget. To adjust once the actual 
charge is known. 
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Assess for Group Leaders: Access and security can be adjusted depending on role. AGM 
notification email could be sent using database.  Potential issue with any changed email 
address, but committee agreed that bounce backs will be adequate alert.  

Training and Demonstrations: MMc has been given a demonstration.  Training for AR and MH needs to 
take place soonest so it can be used to send the AGM notices. HW would arrange this to take place 
within the next 10 days.  Demonstration to the rest of the Committee will be on 1 August committee 
meeting at HW’s home. HW will send the read access permissions links in advance.  

Design of Renewal form update:  Changes based on options for receiving the U3A magazine and 
disability needs will be checked by IS, AR and MH.  

Action: LH to send through draft of Renewal form by end June. 

5. Follow up Actions from last meeting:      
 - Pre- printed stationery estimates (AR):  two estimates provided 1) retail printer: 3,000 full colour on 
100g paper £180 and long lead time. 2) on-line: 5000 for £149 120g paper and delivered within 2 days 

Decision / Action: Harvey to order online print services, quantity 5000 and quality: 80 g paper 
[end  June] 

 - Current asset statement (JE): hand over electronic copy end May 
 - Film Viewing licence (AR]: completed and bill of £60 to come to IS 
 - Business Secretary registration (AR): Completed 
 - Hook Notes/ Newsletter/ Magazine (AR): Completed, but AR noted it had been problematic and 
significantly less Group informational material. AR proposed that at 7th June GL meeting he introduces 
the new approach starting September term agreed at last meeting i.e.  

 - from September the U3A bi-annual Newsletter will be discontinued 
 - to use instead the monthly meeting notes for group news and activities 
 - updates to be sent to BR prior to the monthly meeting  
 - any update sent through late risk being missed from the monthly meeting notes.  
 - BR will not be doing any follow-up checks or chasers for this material 
 - there will be an annual Magazine sent electronically to all members bar 80 hardcopies 
specifically printed and posted to the members with no email.   
 - The new approach will be reviewed and adjusted as necessary 

Action: MW to add to GL agenda  

8. Follow up on Issue with London river trip (MW): Joyce agreed to meeting with MW, IS and Joan 
Mosely to also attend. MW will arrange date and venue. MW will take updated notes on trip guidelines 
issued by U3A National Office. 
IS remains concerned at absence of no receipts for all costs especially those close to £1K.  He also 
needs bank statements for the Trips Group and also Garden Appreciation group who manage costs and 
payments through separate bank accounts. He will use the meeting to clarify the details he needs and 
which currently he does not have: Bank statements, supporting receipts of costs.  it was also noted that 
for any trip the leader should have an accurate list of names and contact details of partaking members. 
MH offered to assist Joyce if it is thought appropriate.   

Committee Decisions:  
 - if statements and receipts are not forthcoming, then the the Committee need to address this 
issue of lack of formal accounts for U3A trips.  
 - the missing 2015/16 accounts for Visits must be produced for Joyce  to continue in her Visit 
group lead role into 2016/17. 
 -  MH to assist Joyce with spreadsheet skills if Joan Moseley does not offer this help. 

7. Feedback from other committee members: 
MMc noted that there was a low conversion rate between membership enquiries she responds to and 
actual membership applications and wondered if the response quality or timeliness were the cause. HW 
noted that queries can be submitted on different forms and so can be received by various people but 
whoever responds needs to ensure the person requesting information is cc’d on the forwarded request.  

Action - to reinforce this standard response etiquette at 7th June GL meeting [MW] 

JE wants to handover the sound system returned by Marjorie Wilson, and flagged it might be faulty. HW 
agreed to take it and to check it out. As part of a clean handover, he also requested his name was 
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removed as a formal contact with the Bank and Charity Commission. AR confirmed that this will be done 
after AGM. 

LH wanted guidance on old Newsletter material. AR instructed her to recycle older paper copies, keeping 
one copy of each to pass onto BR along with the electronic copies on USB stick. 

MW gave various operational updates confirming: 
 - refreshments arrangements for GL meeting 7th June and AGM.  
 - Hook Tea Rota from July will be run on a voluntary basis with ten names listed and two managing the 
tea box. She will lead the group. 
 - Venue change for basic Italian venue change to Brighton Hill Community Hall due to poor health of 
current host. 
 - Advanced IT Groups (MH) - now being run as a drop-in group with advance notice of topics such as the 
Apple Mac, Tablets etc published so members can choose whether to attend a particular session or not. 

 - GL Handbook will be covered in detail at the GL meeting. Committee agreed that the updated 
information can now be published on the website rather than hard copies produced and distributed.    - 
 -  Members Year Book preparation work is in place for printed copies to be ready for MMc  25th July.   
AR reminded the meeting that due to privacy issues the Member Year Book must not go onto website as 
telephone numbers are included. Committee agreed that 50 contingency is good idea and 800 [as per 
last year] is the correct number.  The colour change will follow the usual annual colour rotation order.  

Actions / Committee requests: 
 -  HW requested GL details as received so he can publish on website straight away. 
 - LW alerted to text dropping off bottom of page last year and requested closer edit. 
 -  All GLs will be reminded to ensure all details submitted are accurate  
 - Electronic copy to be sent to AR for onward send to Committee [for back-up] 
 - AR to send in Chairman comments 
 - HW to check and update website section if needed. He also offered his assistance for accurate 
member list in readiness for mailing.  
 - Charity number to be added to cover. 
 - Hook Monthly programme space limited to a single page. 

LW confirmed readiness for June’s monthly meeting where the four dance groups will be performing.  The 
chair set-up will be around a central dancing space. She will appreciate support from the Committee.  

Both MW and JE were formally thanked by the Committee for their work and support in their demanding 
Committee roles.  

AR  has a new paper copy of new Committee procedures.  It is a large document and is available on U3A 
procedures for any specific checks needed by Committee individuals  
  
8. AOB 
  
 - MMc advised the Welcome Letter has been updated and will be added to the New Members’ welcome 
pack.  Both will be reviewed by HW for adding to the website.  
 - New Member Registration Table was at wrong place for Registration - positioning to be an agenda item 
of August Committee Member meeting  
 - MMc asked for guidance of storage of old Membership application forms. IS advised they should be 
sent to him and retained for the required 7 years.  
- LW advised she is attending the National U3A workshop event ‘Managing Your U3A‘ on 24th May.  

Monthly meeting tables and Notice Board: MW requested a return to using the notice board to display 
information from National Office etc using the tables for Committee members only.  Any meetings with 
GLs should be held outside this area.   

AGM gifts: These will be arranged by BR and presented at the formal AGM, but informal gifts for Judith 
(chocolates) and Kate (flowers) also will be organized by BR but presented outside the formal AGM.  

Action: AR to advise on quantity, recipient and budget.  

9. Date of future meetings:  Monday was confirmed as the most suitable day for the Committee to meet. 
The following dates were agreed and booked. Venue to remain at 34 Middle Mead, Hook: 
1st August. Note: venue at Harvey’s home to enable system demonstration. 
3rd October. Note - LH on holiday 
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9th January, 2017 
6th March 2017 
22nd May 2017 
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